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Two Methods of Interpreting Pa')ini • 

by 

S. · D. Joshi 

Pa!)ini's descriptive study of the Sanskrit language, according to 
Patafijali 1, is primarily concerned with the formation of the significant classes· 
of words. As a true methodologist, Pa!)ini presents in the AHadhyayi, the · 
technical procedure which makes it possible for one to produce infinite forms 
of the Sanskrit language. His purpose is to describe the mechanical proce
dure of the word-formation by the skilful application of grammatical rules, an 
act which is considered by modern linguists as highly creative. · 

The Pariinian system of descriptive analysis has attained the striking 
and unique achievement in establishing the definite procedure by which 
several forms usable in the Sanskrit language could be mechanically produced.· 
In general, the modern approach to PMini's systematic grammatical descrip
tion, is motivated in finding out the basic technique employed by him. One 
can raise a methodological question: how does Pariini proceed to analyse
the Sanskrit language? Presumably, the modem methodologists are more 
interested in understanding the devices or techniques employed by Paµink 
rather than in the consideration of the actual process of the word-formation. 
The study of the procedure means study of the fundamental principles which
underlie the grammatical notions which are indispensable- for knowing the
structure of the language. In fact, the device is employed by Papini in his 
sytem in such a way that it generates the significant classes of words. 

Before entering into a discussion on the devices employed by Pa!)ini in 
his system, I would like to comment on the two conceptions held by the 
ancient grammarians like Patafijali regarding the interpretation of the 
Pilpinian system and its application. In other words, there are two ways of 
studying the Pa!linian system-the1annlytic method ( yathoddesapak~a) and the 
synthetic method ( karyakalapak~a ). The paribha~as-yathoddeiam sainjiia
paribha~am and karyakalam sanijiiaparib/za~am lay down the two standard 
methods by which the rules of Panini could be interpreted. However, 
the word san1jiia and paribha~a need not be taken too literally to restrict the 
scope of application of these two methods to the technical rules ( sainjiia) 
and the rules of interpretation ( pariblzii~a ). 
- ------ - - - - ---·- - ----- ------------

* The paper was read in the Chssical Sanskrit Section of the All-India Ori~tal 
Conference, Twenty-Second Session, Gauhati, January, 1965. 
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The analytic method ( yathoddesapak.ra 2 ) shows that the rules i~ _the 
Papinian system are to be interpreted as and how they are taught by Papmi. 

The second method-the karyakiilapak~a-shows that the rules are 
to be interpreted together with each other forming the connected idea 3 for 
the process of grammatical operations .. 

The purpose of the yathoddesa view lies in acquainting the students 
of grammar with the general notion given by the rule, without taking into 
consideration the technique of application. Kaiyata states that , the 
yathoddesapak~a is meant for those who sincerely accept what has been ~iven 
to the~ by their acaryas. According to him, when one studies the stttras 
of the A~{adhyayl following the order of Papini's arrangement of the rules, 
one comprehends the general meaning of a sritra, the knowledge of which will 
be found useful in the application, reserved for a future occasion. If one 
follows ··this method, one cannot acquire the special knowledge by which 
the rules will be needed in the formation of words. The yathoddcsapak~a on 
the other hand, is recommended4 to those who care knowledge for the sake 
of knowledge and do not insist on its immediate utility. According to the 
yathoddesapak~a, rules are studied for understanding the procedure of the 
Pririinian system without caring much for its actual demonstration. If 
Panini's rules are studied where they arc mentioned following the method 
prescribed by the yathoddcsapak~a they remain ambiguous to the students of 
grammar. Thus for instance, if the very first rule of the A~(ad/Jyayl v,:ddhir 
iid aic ( 1. 1.1. ) is subjected to a critical examination, it will be found that 
numerous references to the later passages have to be kept in mind for the 

_ understanding of this sutra. Consequently, the first siitra presupposes 
the knowledge of the .rules taparas tatkii/asya ( 1. 1.70 ), ha/ antyaf!1 
( 1.3.3.) and adir antyena saheta ( I. I. 71 ), besides the fourteen 
aphorisms of Mahesvara. Furthermore, a complete understanding of the 
rule 1. 1. 1. necessitates the knowledge of vidhi rule in which 
the term vrddhi is employed. The notion of vrddhi becomes clear when 
it can be shown that the substitution of the vrdd/Ji vowels prescribed by the 
rule mrjer vrddhi& ( 7.2.114) takes effect in the present third sg. formation of 

---------
2. Paribhu.5e11d11sekhara Vol. I, P. 2. ( 1960 ed. B. 0. R. I.) '3'~~ll<lffi'Jl'i~ ~fer 

lf~ft~~'{ I '3"~ '3"91t:TT~: I a:rfo<ITT:IJTij'fi--T.fq"fflf'! I ~ ~!if '3'ef~q~ crt!if ~cf 
qfcPTT;f.fra;; '(~ti'f!ifi'.ffiTT ii~ra-qf"{'ijfqP-1;; 'if' B'cf;if ~T~ otlcr~n::: I 

3. Ibid. p. 5-6 ffl<liT<n'fllmPr "f cfi'Tl{Of ctiF<ra Frl:tf;;fq mr.mr ~c.:r~: I 
fflUJ ~l:ft<fin::T<l' ~~f~fITT\lT~f.:riirm:.rri;rrurri:rr~cr ~fo lfTcfq_ 11 ara ~':I' C):<f'1"T-
f ~'! [ <'.'. .~. n ~Ji:l ~';f ,fflSll . ........ cfif<l'<lil-n' ~Jfr'Tf{'lff'r lf"l" cfir,f a-;rrqf~a' 
l::licc!lf~"-lci'! I 

4. Kaiyata on Par:i. 1.1.11. lf4T~~crem,~;rr crf~~"{: 1 ~ cr,;;.:ti Cf~T <rrcmr 
<tiP~T!fccf i~i:i'~rrf{'llFTH ef'iTicfi;"';?':fcf ;::rr1:qr 1 ;r;:r ~r·:r: 1 i:rrr;r,f0" ·.r srzrr:;r.,fcrii"q' 
srcrr;r.;A"r':f.:rf'il'lfiTT '1fq:;,:rfa- fiifn,r,r sr:rr;r.;fqf, ~~rcrf{'lll'l spfn~ cr:;r 
~'>fcf<llcfn:i cre;r) lf~Pii:rn'Tf~srfct1F,;;ir~1: , 
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the verbal form mcir~U derived from mr j. In other words, the first method 
examines accurately the form of Paflini's statement. The second method, on 
the other hand, is limited to the application of Pa11ini's formal statements. 
The karyakalapak~a proposes the way of studying the system with the _ 
question : how does Pariini's statement demonstrate the result? This view 
emphasises that mere acquaintance with the notion is inadequate unless we 
have a clear and distinct apprehension of it through proper application. 

Thus, for the study of Pa!1ini's system, Patafijali 5 mentions these two 
models which represent the two approaches- the study of Pa!linian system 
according to the A~~iidlzyayl arrangement, and the study of th.'! system by 
changing the order of the A~(iid!iyayi, since it is conducive to application . 

. Patafijali 6 goes to the extent of admitting that the established order of the 
ru!e is changed in the karyakiilapak~a. He states in his commentary on 
P .1.1.12 that, although pragrhyasamjiiii rules ( 1.1.11-12) precede the rule 
eco'yavayava/1 ( 6.1. 78 which teaches the substitution of ay etc.) the actual 
application of the samjiia-rule should not be allowed to operate in the place 
where the samj,ia-rule is taught. ·- Accordingly, the samj,ia-rule on the karya
kiilapak~a is united with the rule p/utapragi:hya aci nityam ( 6.1. 125 ), and 
assumes the position of the rule ( 6.1.125 ) with which the interpretation of the 
rules ( 1.1.11-12) should be linked. 

The Kasikii, commentary on the A;(i1dhyayi, written by Jayaditya and 
Yamana, follows the first model in interpreting the siJtras without changing 
the order-.of Pa!lini's enunciation of the s1itras. It is wellknown to Vaiya
kara~,as that the arrangement of the A~(iidhyiiyi is mainly based upon the 
devices anuvrtti and adhikiira. Papini's object in framing the simas is to avoid 
scrupulously the reP._etition of those words which can be supplied from the 
preceeding to the following rules. It is obvious that the arrangement or. 
grouping of the rules has nothing to do with the pertinent formation of words. 
The aphorisms relating to the particular topic, ( e. g. subanta formation) are, 
not given consecutively, but they occur in several chapters. However, the rules 
relating to gu~ia, vi:ddhi, ~atva and ~zatva operations and to the different topics 
are described in one place for the sake of brevity. The followers of the 
yaihoddesapak;a maintain that, if the rules are detached from the fixed 
arrangement and studied isolately, they are wholly unintelligible 7 without the 
commentator's exposition. 
-------------------------------

s. Patafljali, Vol. I, P. 66, ( KlELNORN) ~cf ~ fct; if ~if <fi'Tlf~ ~~rqft:-
~T'ffqfo I ~~~lfcf mrrqf~mql{ I Ibid P. 68. t:!;cf ITT~ q'tcf W{~'if «ffl I ~ I 
m~ mrrqf~~fq+f. 1 ~ m crmf~cr ~~ii: , 
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• Pataiijali, Vol. I, P. 68, ( KtELHORN) forsmrhi tn:ft:l'~'o!@' ~cfT 'q' srrw~~r 

~ :; i:.fTG:<r: I q-u Sfl{'f{Hf~T cfif~i;zrn I wrforw~: ii'ITT +fcffa" I ~ crf~ TTcf srrrw«ITT I 

~1! I cfill:I"~ f~ ~mlfft~~ I ~ <lilzf a-::nqff>.rn' [ISeo!ll{_ I >l~W: Sl~~lf~qft~~ 
~i:1" oi•HJT Jfl~@' I See also KtELHORN's translation. Paribha1end11sekhara, Part 2, 
P. 12, ed. 1960, B. O. R. I. 

7. BALLANTYNE, Laghukaumud,, preface P. 1 ; CoLEBROOKE, Sanskrit Literature, P. 11, 
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But in the Siddhiintakaumudl and in similar other works, a special 
emphasis is laid upon the application of the system. BhagojI and his followers 
have attempted an arrangement different from Pariini's order by taking into 
consideration the application of the aphorisms in the formation of the signi
ficant words. The adherents of the kiiryaka/apak~a maintain that, if we follow 
the A~~iidhyayi arrangement, it becomes a really difficult task to bring 
together the aphorisms which are dispersed in the A~{iidhyayi, . for the 
complete formation of words. This method brings out the fact that in the 
A~~adhyayl arrangement, Pa!].ini teaches 8 general rules, exceptions, count.er
exceptions and further limitations so that the reader cannot keep in view their 
intended connection and utility. If a word is given as an example under a 
rule, sometimes thirty or more rules, taught previously or subsequently have a 
share in the formation of a word, thereby, making it extremely difficult for 
one to remember all the rules dispersed in th~ A~Uidhy:iyl before one can 
device A' given form. · 

These two methods represent the two outlooks. The yat/zoddesapaksa 
pays greater attention to the procedure and devices of Pa11ini's system f~r 
generating the significant classes; that is to say, this method examines Pariini' s 
statements, the manner of the arrangement of the rules and the precise scheme 
of grammatical description. On the other hand, the kiiryakiilapak~a shows 
the method in applying the precise scheme for the production of an infinite 
set of the significant classes of words. 

In this way we can distinguish the study of the system from the 
method of its application. The former examines the theoretical part of the 
system while the latter throws much light on the experimental side of the 

- system. The theoretical _study provides us with the raw materials and by the 
experimental method, we can produce the finished product out of the raw 
materials. The theoretical part consists of the tools and patterns ; but the 
experimental methods help in building up the higher units. 

Without going too much into the technical details regarding the rela
tive importance of these two views, it can be stated that Pap.ini's system can 
be compared to a complicated machine, since the study of the isolated rules 
in his system, is as important as the study of the working of the isolated part 
of the com r Heated machine. 

Another point which should be stressed here is that Pa11ini's system is 
closely connected with modern logical principles in the technique of • descri
ption'. In analysing the Sanskrit language, Pap.ini follows the principles of 
mathematical calculus. It seems so far, that most of the research on Panini 
is restricted to the study of the linguistic principles, the scheme and ·the 
procedure of his system. But I think that more attention should be paid for 
understanding the logical principles which are employed in his system. The 
value of the logical elegance of the system cannot be detached fro1n the 

8. BUISKOOL1 Piirvatrasiddham, Leiden, 1939, p. 2. 
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fascinatjng technique of language-description. Fmthermore, a study of the 
fundamental principles and techniques of des::ription cannot be separated 
from the wonderful, faultless, formal application of the system. It is by both 
the study of the principles of the system and its logical generative application, 
that we will be able to judge the merit of the system. Therefore, according 
to my understanding, yatf1oddesapak~a and karyakalapak~a do not represent 
two diametrically opposite views, but -they form two sides of one and the 
same coin; in other words, they portray a complete picture of the technique, 
both in its theoretical and experimental aspects. 

Having thus prese1ited the two methods, yatlwddesapak~a and 
ki'lryakalapak~a I proceed now to examine how the two methods would be 

· profitably combined with the linguistic technique on the one hand and the 
formal logical principles on the other. In the application of the formal 
logical principles, I have shown how these two methods act interdependently. 
In other words, the first method gives us the logical axioms or the algebraic 
formulae of Pa!1ini while the secqnd method involves the application of the 
mathematical calculus in generating a new chain out of various former chains. 

It has already been pointed out that Pap.ini's system aims at the des
criptive analysis of the Sanskrit language. Although his system appears 
somewhat complicated it can be claimed that strictly from the point of logical 
formalism the A~(adhyayi is the consistent treatise on grammar. What 
follows now is to exemplify the validity of the abov_e claim viz, the applica
tion of the logical principles in the formation of the significant classes and to 
certain extent in the interpretation of the rules laid down in his system. 

The A~(adhyayi, together with the supplementary texts -the Ga~zapii~ha 
and the Dlzatupa{lza, forms the corpus of Sanskrit grammar. By using 
symbolic syllables ( anuband/,as ), technical terms named after cases, moods, 
tenses etc. and by the description of the structure of the language in terms of 
morphemes (prak,:ti and pratyaya), Pa!1ini has given a morphological basis to 
his grammar, though problems relating to syntax are not ignored altogether. 
Furthermore, adopting phonemes and morphemes as basic units he has 
built up a complete descriptive grammar. Listing the phonemic sequences 
which I cail WFFs ( Well-Formed-Formulae) in the A~~iidhyayi, Pap.ini 
has presented his algebraic formulae of an extremely formal nature, in such 
a manner that the significant classes of words occuring in tb.e Sanskrit 
language can be copiously generated. In other words, Pap.ini's WFFs 
can be described as a formal, helpful technique whose application lies in 
generating the significant classes of words which he might have anticipated 
before designing them. 

According to Pap.ini, the first constituent of a sentence is pada which 
consists of two or more than two morphemes ( stems, suffixes and empty . 
morphs ). He did not attempt to define a phoneme or a morpheme but 
simply listed the phonemes in his first fourteen sutras and then listed 
morphemes exhaustively in the rest of his works. · Even significant terms 
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like dhatu, sananamasthana etc. are mentioned without defining them. In fact, 
he presents in his works only phonemic sequences which may or may not 
be morphemes. These are either affixes like ta, ti. etc. or roots or stems 
or empty morphs like kuk wuk etc. or whole words like pa1ikti, vimsati etc. 
which are unanalysable semantic units. These phonemic sequences 
are simply convenient segmentations useful in the building up of significant 
hierachical structure. He framed and worked out the rules to build the 
combination of WFFs for reproiucing the significant classes. This is not 
completely realistic, because it will require Pa11ini to exhaust the en!ire 
vocabulary of WFFs, but he left certain open categories of morphemes 
unenumerated in his works, for e.g. the words ending in the U!JOdi suffixes 
like gittha, gau etc. which are unanalysed semantic units. Where Pa11ini 
allows avyutpannapratipadikas ( open categories of morphemes not mentioned) 
in his system, his formal treatment ceases to be formal ( since avyutpanna
pratipallikas are not WFFs, and thus that, which is derived from these, 
will not fall in his system). For the time being if we ignore this case nobody 
can deny that his formation of classes is purely formal and free from 
semantics; because we can reproduce significant classes on merely formal level 
without the help of anything outside the system. He presents such an 
axiomatic system that every stage of grammatical structure is obtained from 
the WFFs and the rules of substitution and generation. This will be clear from 
the following examples :-

1. Formation-specifications :-

( i) Papini uses several hundreds of primitive signs k, m, n, ~1, c, 
t, ~. etc. which are technical devices for forming the 
morpheme from WFFs. 

(ii) Well-Formed Formulae :-The root utterances mentioned in 
Ga!Japaf ha and the suffixes, prefixes and infixes and augments 
mentioned in the A~(iidhyayl. 

(iii) If bhu is WFF and la{ is WFF, then so is the expression 
formed by writing bhu + la( but not la{+ bhu or riima 
( noun)+ la{. To obtain this WFF he presents the rules of 
concatenation that the verbal suffixes follow the roots but 
never precede nor do they follow the nouns. 

(iv) If ' A ' ( a verbal root) is WFF and ' B ' ( a verbal suffix ) 
is WFF and 'C' ( any vikara!Ja suffix) is WFF, then so 
the expression formed as bhu+sap + la< is generated WFF. 

( v) Rules of substitution :-If' A' ( a verbal root) is WFF and 
' B ' ( a verbal suffix ) is WFF then ' D ' ( adesa : substitution) 
which is obtained by replacing ' A ' or ' B ' or some part of 
'A' or' B' is also WFF, e.g. if drs+la< is WFF then so 
is the expression pasy + tip which is obtained by replacing 
'A' and' B '. 
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I furnish here a formation-specification of the form ' ajarghii!z • 
frequentative imperfect 2nd person singular of the root grdlz. The form is 
not attested but can be produced in the system. The following utterances -

are WFFs in Pa!}ini's system:-

( I) g,:dhu ( in Dhatupa(ha )_, yaii, /a,i., a(, tip and ruk. 

( 2) Other WFFs we obtain by the rules of formation, order, 
substitution, generation and detachment:-
( i )' g,:dhu ( WFF mentioned in Dhatupa{ha ). 

( ii ) grdh ( WFF obtained by the rule of detachment i.e. 
it rule I .3.2 ). 

( iii J yait ( WFF mentioned in A~{adhyayi 3.1.22. It is a 
suffixdr ). 

( iv 

( V 

( vi 

( vii 

( viii 
( ix 

) ya ( WFF obtained by the rule of detachment i. e. 
it rule L.3.3 ). 

) The expression g,:dh + ya written in the order is 
WFF ( according to the rules of formation and order 
3.1.2 ). 

) /a,i is WFF ( mentioned in A~~iidl,yjyz 3.2. I I I ). 

) The expression g,:dh + ya + lait written in the order 
is WFF ( according to the rules of formation and 
order 3.1.2 ). 

) sip is WFF ( mentioned in A~(iidhyiiyi 3.4. 78 ). 
) si is WFF ,(obtained , by the rule of detachment 

1.3.3 ). 
( x ) The expression g,:dh + ya + si written in the order 

is WFF ( according to the rules of formation, order 
and substitution 1.1.56 ). 

( xi ) g,:dh + o + si is WFF ( according to rules of deta
chment, i. e. Iopa rule 2.4. 74 ). 

( xii ) The expression grdh + g,:dh + ( o ) + si written in 
the order is WFF ( derived from WFF g,:dh + o +si 
according to the rule of reduplication san yaiw!z 
6. 1.9 ). 

( xiii ) The expression gardh + grdh + si is WFF ( accor
ding tq the rule of derivatjon i. e. gu1.1a rule, gu1.10 
y~Jiluko!z 7.4.82 ). 

( xiv ) The expression ga + g,:dh + si written in the order 
is WFF ( according to the rule of detachment i. e. 
Iopa rule haliidi!z se~a!z 7.4.60 ). 

( xv ) The expression garuk + g,:dh + si written in the 
order is WFF ( according to the rule of generatio:Q 
j, e. augment rule rugrikau ca lukJ 7.4.91 ). 
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( xvi ) The expression gar + gi:dh + si written in the order 
is WFF ( according to rules of detachment, ha/ 
antya,riar, upadese'januniisika it 1.3.2-3 ). 

( xvii ) The expression jar + grdh + si written in the order is 
WFF ( according to the rule of substitution abhyiise 
carca 8.4.54 ). 

( xviii ) The expression jar + gardh + si written in the order 
is WFF ( according to the rule of substitution j. e. 
gu~,a rule pugantalaghtipad!zasya ca 7.3.86 ). 

( xix ) The expression jargardh + s written in the order is 
WFF ( according to the rule of detachment i. e. Iopa 
rule itas ca 3.4.100 ). 

( xx ) The expression a( is WFF ( according to the rule 
/111i/a,ifr1ik~va¢udiitta(1 6.4. 7 I ) . 

( xxi ) The expression a is WFF ( according to the rule of 
detachment i. e. Iopa rule ha/ antyam I .3.3 ). 

( xxii ) The expression a + jargardlz + s written in the order 
is WFF ( according to the rule of generation 
adya11ta11 {akita11 1.4.46 ). 

( xxiii ) The expression ajargardh + o written in the order 
is WFF ( according to the rule of detachment 
i. e. Iopa rule halityiibbhyo dirghat sutisyaprkta,ri !zal 
6.1.68 ). 

xxiv ) The expression ajarg!zardlz + ( o ) writen in the 
order is WFF ( according to the rule of substitution 
ekaco baso bha~ jha~antasya sd!zvo(1 8.2.37 ). 

( xxv ) The expression ajarghard written in the order is WFF 
( according to the rule of substitution j!wlcun jaso'nte 
8.2.39 ). 

( xxvi ) The expression ajargharr written in the order is WFF 
( according to the rule of substitution das ca 8.2.75). 

( xxvii ) The expression ajarg!w + 0 + r written in the 
order is WFF ( according to the rule of detachment 
i.e. /oparule ro ri 8 3.14 ). 

( xxviii) The expression ajargha + ( o) +r is WFF ( according 
to the rule of substitution (!hralope ptin•asya 
dirgho'~w(1 6.3.111 ). 

( xxix ) The expression ajarghii + (1 written in the order is 
WFF ( according to the rule of substitution kharava
siinayo, visarjanlya(1 8.3.15 ). 

Thus the form ajarghu(1 is complete because no more rule is applicable 
to this ~rammatical unit to c.lerive further WFF from it. 
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The introduction of logical formalism in Sanskrit grammar might lead 
us to doubt the consistency and completeness of the system. We can call 
this formal treatment a consistent system hecause it does not produce the _ 
incorrect forms. The fact is, that the producibility of two forms-a rama!z 
in the masculine nominative singular ( a correct form ), and ramu ( an in
correct form ), would condemn Paµini's system as meaningless. But a formal 
treatment is consistent in so far as it provides only correct forms. The 
system also can be called complete in the sense that all the correct forms in 
the Sanskrit language are derivable in this system by the application of the 
formal rules. At ]east it is claimed by the Pal}iniyas, that any other form, 
not derivable in the system is regarded as apa,:zinlya ( not sanctioned by the 

· rules of Pal}ini's grammar) and therefore, it should be regarded as incorrect. 

It has been mentioned that Pa11ini's system is free from semantics. 
This should not be taken to mean that he has totally dispensed with meaning. 
fo fact, he has classified and grouped all possible meanings in suitable head
ings such as ciiturarthika, krt, rakta, apatya, kartari and others. However, 
the producibility off orms and process of word-formation in Paµini's system 
does not stem from a semantic conception. Since the WFFs and the rules 
of detachment, substitution, generation etc. are designed in the form of 
algebraic formulae, and the system follows a d<>fined and well-planned code. 
What is produced is significant semantic unit but its formation is concerned 
with mechanical application of the logical principles. 

In conclusion, it can be said that the yathoddesapakfa is useful 
in understanding the technical procedure employed by Paruni in his 
system, while the kiuyaka/apakfa represents its skilful application. Two 
methods are interdependent, and they can be intelligently combined with the 
descriptive approach postulated by modem linguists and the principles of 
logical formalism. Thus that the A~(iidhyiryl can stand experimentation of 
modern linguistics and logical methods, is sufficient proof to admit of 
Bloomfield's tribute that Papini's work is one of lhe greatest monuments of 
human intellfgence. 
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